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Bitcoin Blackjack Strategies for Free
 
Practice and learn these strategies on Bitcoin blackjack free platforms to gain an upper hand
and achieve bigger and better winning opportunities.
Bitcoin Blackjack Strategies
If winning Bitcoin blackjack games is one of your targets, you’ll need to be acquainted with the
basic components of the classic wagering activity. This blackjack strategy walkthrough will
focus on three essential elements of blackjack; hitting and standing, doubling down and
splitting. Learn when to hit, stand, double down, and split, instead of randomly acting when
playing the game.
Hitting & Standing
Knowing when to hit or stand is a position Bitcoin blackjack players always face. However, it is
a must for any player to keep in mind that the dealer must always take a hit on a hand of soft
17 or lower, you will not yield as much winnings if you have a hand that’s less than 17, unless
the dealer busts. If you’re holding less than 17 and the dealer has a Jack, Queen, King, Ace,
10, 9, or 8, you have to take a hit. The fact that the dealer holds one of these cards mean that
his chances are slim and unless you clear 16, your winning opportunities are also narrow.
Meanwhile, if you have a hand above 12 and the dealer shows a card between 4 and 6, your
best option is to stand. When the dealer shows any of these cards, his chances of busting is
high. Take note that every time you bust you lose out on a win, and this is something that
every bettor wants to avoid.
Double Down
Another way to amplify winning opportunities is by successfully doubling down whenever
given the chance. Although this is also one of the most effective ways towards boosting
bankrolls, if you do this in the wrong situation, you will only end up losing twice as much.
Therefore, it is always best to tread lightly when doubling down. You practice this on Bitcoin
blackjack free sites to get a better grip of the technique.
If you have a hand of 10 or higher and the deal has a 9 or lower, double it. If you have a hand
that totals to 11, double it up. Regardless of the dealer’s up card, if you go on to hit a 10, the
dealer will fail to gain the upper hand. Moreover, if you have a 9 or a sot hand that’s within 13
and 17 while the dealer has anything between 4 to 6, double it up.
Splitting
Another vital Bitcoin blackjack strategy is splitting. When you perform this, it can end in two
scenarios: split and win or split and lose. Whenever you have the chance to split, always
consider the following:

Do not split 10 and 5, regardless of whether the 10 is the actual card or a face card;
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Split 2 and 3 against the dealer’s 4, 5, or 6;
When you’re dealt with two Aces, split them up.


